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The mechanisms of defocusing and refocusing of spin order in extended dipolar coupled nuclear
spin systems are investigated by experiments on static and on rotating solids. It is demonstrated that
polarization or coherence echoes are possible also under magic-angle sample spinning. The dipolar
interactions, averaged by the spinning, are recovered by rotor-synchronized multiple-pulse
sequences. By a simple modification of the pulse sequences, it is possible to reverse the sign of the
effective dipolar Hamiltonian and to induce the refocusing of polarization or coherence. The
creation of multiple-spin order in the course of polarization evolution or free precession is
monitored by a modified echo experiment. Experimental results for a polycrystalline sample of
calcium formate are presented. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01148-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that a closed system of interacting sp
can be described by a deterministic quantum-mechan
equation of motion, statistical concepts, such as s
diffusion,1 proved to be useful in nuclear magnetic res
nance, especially for solids with a large number of intera
ing spins. In many simple solid-state NMR experiments,
inclusion of a damping term is adequate for rationalizi
experimental observations.2 In this paper, we analyze situa
tions where the deterministic character becomes appa
Deterministic reversibility is put into evidence most clea
by echo experiments on solids with an extended network
dipolar coupled nuclear spins where the original state is
covered after an effective reversal of the preceding evo
tion.

Two related dipolar echo experiments have been
scribed in the literature. The ‘‘magic echo experiment,’’ he
called coherence echo experiment, introduced by Schne
and Schmiedel3 and Rhimet al.,4 refocuses the free induc
tion decay~FID! under the influence of a secular dipol
Hamiltonian. The signal decay is caused by the transfe
single-spin coherence into unobservable multiple-spin co
ence. It can be reconverted by the echo sequence into de
able single-spin coherence. This experiment loosely
sembles the well-known Hahn echo experiment,5 except that
the refocused interaction is of a homogeneous nature in

a!Present address: Materials Sciences Division, E. O. Lawrence Berk
National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, and Chemistry Department, U
versity of California, Berkeley, California 94720.
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trast to the Hahn echo experiment where it is inhomo
neous. Recently, Zhanget al.6,7 described a closely relate
‘‘polarization echo experiment’’ where an initial stat
evolves into multiple-spin order and is refocused back to
initial state of polarization by a suitable pulse sequence. T
experiment produces the impression that a spin-diffus
process can be inverted by a sign change of the effec
Hamiltonian. It implies that the system retains its memo
and does not follow a statistical evolution.

In terms of practical applications of dipolar echo expe
ments in solids, it is conceivable to use them for the det
tion of random motional processes on the molecular le
that destroy the spin memory and inhibit the echo formati
Molecular diffusion processes and intramolecular motion
the time range of micro- to milliseconds might be studied
this manner. An additional possibility is to exploit the inte
mediate build-up of multiple-spin order to infer the size
the involved spin clusters and to obtain information on t
microscopic domain structure of solids.8–11

In order to improve the spectral resolution and sensi
ity when applied to more complex solids, it is desirable
combine the dipolar echo experiments with magic an
spinning ~MAS!. However, magic angle spinning causes
partial averaging of the dipolar interactions and retards
dipolar evolution into multiple-spin order, rendering the e
periment insensitive to dynamical and structural featur
Hence, it is necessary to recover a strong effective dipo
Hamiltonian during the defocusing and refocusing periods
the echo experiment. The rotational averaging of the dipo
Hamiltonian could be defeated by spinning the sample a

ey
i-
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10673Tomaselli et al.: Polarization echoes in solids
angle different from the magic one during the defocusing a
refocusing periods, while during the periods in which sp
tral resolution is required, the magic angle is chosen.12

In this article, we present an approach based on ro
synchronized multiple-pulse sequences. The retrieval of
dipolar interaction is effected by the use of rotating fram
laboratory frame~R/L! pulse sequences.13,14 By means of a
simple modification it is possible to reverse the sign of
effective dipolar Hamiltonian and to induce the refocusi
process. We compare the dipolar echoes under MAS w
experiments performed under static conditions. In additi
we present possible schemes for monitoring the build-up
multiple-spin order that accompanies the dipolar evolut
during the echo-formation process.

II. DIPOLAR ECHO EXPERIMENTS

The formation of dipolar echoes, after a preceding e
lution for a time t1 under an average Hamiltonia
H̄1
(0)5s1H, can be induced by a sign change of the Ham

tonian toH̄2
(0)5s2H, with s1s2,0. Here,s1 ands2 are scal-

ing factors andH the secular dipolar Hamiltonian. An ech
occurs after the refocusing time

t25us1u/us2ut1 . ~1!

For all proton-resonance dipolar echo experiments,
scribed in Secs. III and IV, the indirect excitation and det
tion scheme via carbon-13 resonance, suggested by Z
et al.,6 has been used. It allows for local injection and loc
observation of polarization or transverse magnetization a
dividual protons that are coupled to a rare carbon-13 s
While for the observation of polarization echoes, this lo
observation scheme is mandatory,6 it is optional for monitor-
ing coherence echoes. The latter one could also be dire
observed on the protons by a nonselective pulse seque
However, in order to facilitate the comparison, the same
direct observation scheme is applied for all experiments.

The four pulse sequences used for polarization and
herence echoes in static and rotating solids, shown in Fig
and 2, are all derived from the basic sequence of Fig. 1~a!,
proposed by Zhanget al.6 In the course of the preparatio
period, the13C spins~S spins! are polarized by a Hartmann
Hahn transfer from the proton spins~I spins! during the time
tc . The remaining proton coherence decays during the
lowing period ts ~see caption of Fig. 5!. During the short
second cross-polarization periodtd , the

13C-bound protons
~I 1 spins! are selectively repolarized, establishing the desi
initial state with localized polarization. After the defocusin
and refocusing periodst1 and t2, the proton polarization is
transferred again to13C by a brief cross-polarization perio
td , followed by 13C detection in the presence of proton d
coupling.

While for experiments with static samples and for MA
spinning below 15 kHz a continuous-wave cross-polarizat
process is used, adiabatic passage Hartmann–Hahn cros
larization ~APHH-CP! ~Ref. 15! is applied for the magic-
angle sample spinning experiments withvr /2p.15 kHz.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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APHH-CP using a passage through the first sideband of
Hartmann–Hahn matching condition leads to an improv
cross-polarization efficiency.

The same experimental schemes can be used for p
ization echoes and for coherence echoes except for diffe
initial conditions. Assuming a rf field applied withx polar-
ization during the defocusing periodt1, s~t150!5I 1x is nec-
essary for polarization echoes, Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!, and
s~t150!5I 1y for coherence echoes, Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!.

A. Dipolar echoes in static solids

The defocusing in static solids takes place duringt1 in
the rotating frame in the presence of a strong radio freque
field with the amplitudev1@M2

1/2, applied along thex-axis
~Fig. 1!, whereM2 is the second moment of the proton res
nance line, leading to a scaling factors1521

2. The zero-order
average dipolar Hamiltonian in the frame rotating with the
frequency is then given by

H̄1
~0!5s1Hxx52 1

2 (
j,k

djk
1
2 ~3 cos2 q jk21!

3~3I jxI kx2I j I k!, ~2!

FIG. 1. Dipolar echo rf-pulse sequences for static solids.~a! Polarization
echo sequence of Zhanget al. ~Ref. 6! supplemented by a phase reversal
the rf field at timet1/2 for the refocusing of rf field inhomogeneity. Th
preparation of the initial nonequilibrium polarization is accomplished b
two-way IS cross-polarization process. During the defocusing period an
resonant rf spin-lock-field is applied. In the refocusing period, theI spins
evolve freely in the external static magnetic field. A third IS cros
polarization step starts the detection period where theI -spin polarization is
indirectly measured at the end of the refocusing period. The broken
shows the pathway of the relevant spin order.~b! Related coherence ech
sequence. It differs from~a! merely by ap/2 rotation of the initial magne-
tization at the beginning of the defocusing period. The variable flip anglx
allows the monitoring of the emergence of multiple-quantum coherenc
the end of the defocusing periodt1, as explained in Sec. V. In standard ech
experiments,x is set equal to zero.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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10674 Tomaselli et al.: Polarization echoes in solids
where the dipolar coupling constant, given in units of ang
lar frequencies, is

djk52
m0

4p

g I
2\

r jk
3 , ~3!

and whereqjk denotes the angle of the internuclear vectorr jk
of spins j andk with respect to the external static magne
field. During the refocusing periodt2, the unperturbed
Hamiltonian with s251 is active, bracketed by a pair o
~p/2!6y pulses. This leads to the effective Hamiltonian

H̄2
~0!5s2Hxx5(

j,k
djk

1
2 ~3 cos2 q jk21!~3I jxI kx2I j I k!. ~4!

The effective Hamiltonians of Eqs.~2! and~4! have opposite
signs and differ in their scaling by a factor 2. Hence, a dip
lar echo occurs fort25

1
2t1. The proton chemical-shielding

anisotropy is small compared to the proton dipolar inter
tions in calcium formate16 and is neglected.

B. Dipolar echoes under MAS

For MAS conditions, the dipolar Hamiltonian becom
time-dependent and can be expressed as a Fourier s
expansion,17,18

FIG. 2. Modified dipolar echo sequences designed for solids subjecte
MAS. Preparation and detection periods are analogous to the static
quences except that all IS cross-polarization steps are performed w
more efficient tangential adiabatic passage through the Hartmann–H
matching condition~Ref. 15!, suitable for high-speed MAS. During the de
focusing and refocusing periods, multiple-pulse sequences~see Fig. 3! with
a nonvanishing average secular dipolar Hamiltonian are applied.~a! Polar-
ization echo experiment.~b! Coherence echo experiment. The optional pu
of variable flip anglexy has the same function as in Fig. 1 for monitoring t
emerging multiple-quantum coherence. In standard echo experiments,xy is
set equal to zero. During the laboratory frame L periods,S-spin decoupling
(L)x is applied.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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H~ t !5(
j,k

(
n522

2

bn
jkeinvr t~3I jxI kx2I j I k!, ~5!

with the coefficients

b0
jk50, b61

jk 52djk /~2& !sin 2u jke
6 iw jk

and

b62
jk 5

djk
4

sin2 u jke
62iw jk. ~6!

ujk andwjk are the polar angles that orient the internucle
vector r jk with respect to the MAS rotation axis andvr de-
notes the MAS angular frequency.

For rapid spinningv r@M2
1/2, the dipolar evolution is

nearly quenched. It can be retrieved by the application o
rotating frame/laboratory frame~R/L! pulse sequence.13,14Its
effect is visualized in Fig. 3~a!. In close analogy to the dipo
lar echo experiment of Fig. 1, the dipolar evolution procee
during the first half of the rotor cycle in the rotating fram

to
e-
a
hn

FIG. 3. Rotor-synchronized R/L and L/R pulse sequences for the dip
recoupling in MAS experiments leading to dipolar Hamiltonians of oppos
signs. The sign inversion of thevr-modulated term of the dipolar interactio
is compensated by the scaling factors(t) of the alternating rotating frame
~R! and laboratory frame~L! periods. The phase inversion of the rf fiel
after a quarter rotation period leads to a refocusing of the evolution un
the rf field and eliminates the effect of rf field inhomogeneities in zero
order.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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10675Tomaselli et al.: Polarization echoes in solids
with the Hamiltonian of Eq.~2! and during the second half i
the laboratory frame with the Hamiltonian of Eq.~4!. The
time dependence, introduced by the sample rotation
given by Eq.~5!, leads to a modulation by the first and se
ond harmonics ofvr . The sign change of the first harmon
is compensated, as shown in Fig. 3~a!, by the sign change o
the dipolar Hamiltonian, leading to a nonvanishing avera
dipolar Hamiltonian which, according to Ref. 14, is given
zero-order average Hamiltonian theory by

H̄1
~0!5(

j,k
z jk~3I jxI kx2I j I k! ~7!

with

z jk52
3

2p
•

djk

&

sin~2u jk!sin~w jk!. ~8!

To construct an effective Hamiltonian with opposi
sign, it is just necessary to interchange the R and L period
Fig. 3~a!, leading to the L/R sequence of Fig. 3~b! with the
average Hamiltonian

H̄2
~0!52(

j,k
z jk~3I jxI kx2I j I k!. ~9!

The echo experiments of Fig. 2 take advantage of these
pulse sequences. The angular dependence of the ave
Hamiltonians in Eqs.~7! and~9! is determined by the spher
cal harmonicsY261(u jk ,w jk), in contrast to the Hamiltonian
for a static sample which depends onY20(q jk). In principle,
it is also possible to retrieve the Fourier coefficients w
n562 in Eq. ~5! by changing the direction of the quantiz
tion axis every quarter rotor cycle.

III. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed on homebuilt sp
trometers at 300 K on a sample of polycrystalline calciu
formate at a proton-resonance frequency of 220 MHz for
static experiments, and at 300 MHz for the MAS expe
ments. The accurate relative phase and the equality of th
amplitudes for the four basic channels~0°,90°,180°,270°! are
quite critical in these experiments. They were carefully a
justed on both spectrometers by means of tune
sequences.19 The sample was 5%13C-enriched and doped
with 2% Cu~II ! to shorten the protonT1 relaxation time
~T156006100 ms! to allow for a faster sequence of expe
ments. The spin dynamics described in Secs. IV and V is
three orders of magnitude more rapid and not affected by
T1 relaxation. At 300 K, calcium formate forms an orth
rhombic crystal with two crystallographically inequivale
sites per unit cell.20 The crystal structure consists o
‘‘chains’’ of Ca~II ! ions alternating with pairs of O atoms
Formate ions bind the chains into a compact spatial netw
The intricate proton–proton coupling network leads to
nearly Gaussian static proton NMR powder spectrum wit
full-width at half-maximum of 17 kHz.12

Static polarization echo experiments were perform
with the sequence~a! of Fig. 1, in some experiments with
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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p phase inversion of the spin locking rf field in the middle
the defocusing periodt1 to refocus rf field inhomogeneities
The static coherence echo experiments used the sequenc~b!
of Fig. 1. The rf-field strengths on the two channels of t
spectrometer were matched tov1/2p5100 kHz for all static
experiments.

Polarization and coherence echo experiments un
MAS were performed with the sequences~a! and~b! of Fig.
2, respectively. The tangential adiabatic passage through
21st sideband Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarization~APHH-
CP! matching condition used a tangent depthD50.5vr /2p
~in Hz!. An overall increase in the IS polarization-transf
efficiency of 50%, in comparison to convention
Hartmann–Hahn cross polarization, has been achieved.
thermore, the matching profile became less sensitive to
plifier instabilities. The proton rf-field strength was adjust
to v1/2p5125 kHz for all MAS experiments. The MAS fre
quency was stabilized within 5 Hz using a homebuilt sp
ning speed controller. All MAS experiments were perform
with a commercial 4 mm probe assembly~Chemagnetics!.

Figure 4 shows polarization-decay and polarization-ec
curves for calcium formate under MAS conditions, wi
spinning frequencies of 10.0, 13.3, and 16.6 kHz obtain
with the pulse scheme displayed in Fig. 2~a!. The sampling
was performed at every full rotor period. For the echo e
periments, a defocusing time of 300ms was used. The con
tact time for the two brief cross-polarization transfers w
adjusted to the first maximum of the transient oscillation21 in
the Hartmann–Hahn IS cross-polarization build-up~td580
ms!.

For comparison, polarization-decay and polarizatio
echo experiments under static conditions are shown in F
5~a! and 5~b!. The defocusing periodt1 was set to 300ms,
and t2 was incremented from zero to 700ms with Dt2525
ms. The contact time for the two brief cross-polarizati
steps of sequence A in Fig. 1 was adjusted totd560ms. For
the echo experiment displayed in Fig. 5~a! a cw spin lock
was used duringt1 while for Fig. 5~b! the phase of the rf
field was inverted att1/2 to eliminate possible effects of r
inhomogeneity.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
POLARIZATION DECAY AND POLARIZATION ECHO
CURVES

When comparing polarization decay and echo curves
static and rotating samples, it should be noted that for a st
sample some proton polarization transfer occurs already
ing the preceding cross-polarization periodtd ~Fig. 1! such
that the polarization decay actually starts already att1,0.
This is the reason why the polarization echo does not oc
at the expected refocusing timet25t1/2 but is delayed.

7 For
the polarization decay under MAS in Fig. 4, the starti
point of dipolar defocusing is better defined because the p
ton dipolar evolution during the cross-polarization timetd is
slowed down by the high-speed magic-angle spinning, p
vided that the rotation frequency exceeds the proton li
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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10676 Tomaselli et al.: Polarization echoes in solids
width under rf irradiation. Indeed, the polarization echoes
Fig. 4 occur, within experimental accuracy, att25t1.

Taking the above point into account, the polarizatio
decay curves for a spinning sample of calcium formate
Fig. 4 and for a static sample in Fig. 5 are remarkably si
lar. An initially rapid decay to about half amplitude in th
first 100–200ms is followed by a slower decay. Within th
maximum measurement time of 1.2 ms, the expected qu
equilibrium state with a polarization ofP(I 1)50.05, consid-
ering that 5% of all protons are polarized at timet150, is not
yet reached. It appears that there is no bottleneck for s
diffusion that would lead to a quasiequilibrium state

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the polarizationP(I 1) of the proton spins coupled
to 13C spins in a polycrystalline sample of calcium formate subjected
MAS. The MAS frequency is varied and is given in each graph. The exp
mental data is obtained with the pulse sequence~a! of Fig. 2 with tc5330
ms, ts52 ms, td580 ms, andv1/2p5125 kHz. The results of two experi
ments are superimposed in each graph; asterisks result from experim
with t250 and variablet1 ~polarization decay!. The filled circles represen
the I -spin polarization for experiments witht15300 ms and variablet2
~polarization echo!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
n

-
n
i-

si-

in
t

higher amplitude level as it was observed for ferrocene.6,7,22

From Fig. 5~b! it is apparent that for a static sample
pulse sequence compensated for rf field inhomogen
~1/2! can efficiently refocus the polarization decay up to
least 500ms defocusing time. For shorter echo times t
echo amplitude can even surmount the initial amplitude
up to 10%~see e.g., Fig. 7!. This is again an indication o
dipolar defocusing already during the preceding cro
polarization periodtd . In Fig. 5~a! where the basic pulse
sequence without sign inversion of the rf field att1/2 for
compensation of rf field inhomogeneities is applied, a 15
intensity loss occurs under comparable conditions. Un
MAS, a more severe loss in amplitude occurs that depe
on the spinning speed.12 It is apparent in Fig. 4 that the los
in echo amplitude decreases for more rapid spinning.
even atvr /2p516.6 kHz a 30% loss in echo amplitude o
curs for a total dipolar evolution time of 600ms. Neverthe-
less, the refocusing effect is clearly evident even for spinn
at vr /2p510 kHz.

o
i-

nts

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the polarizationP(I 1) of the proton spins coupled
to 13C spins in a static polycrystalline sample of calcium formate obtain
with pulse sequence A of Fig. 1 withtc53 ms, ts50.5 ms,td560 ms, and
v1/2p5100 kHz. The measurements in~a! used an on-resonant cw spin loc
during the evolution period. For the measurements in~b!, the rf phase is
inverted in the middle of the spin-lock periodt1. As in Fig. 4, polarization
decays and polarization echoes are superimposed in each graph. The
time ts was varied up to 20 ms in a second set of measurements~echo
profiles not shown!, using sequence A of Fig. 1 withtc53 ms, td560 ms,
v1/2p5100 kHz, andt15300ms ~ts50.5 ms, 3.5 ms, 5.0 ms, 10.0 ms, an
20 ms!, and show within experimental accuracy identical normalized po
ization echo profiles. Hence, still existing proton multiple spin cohere
after ts has no measurable effect on the results discussed in Secs. IV an
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of the polarizationP(I 1) of the proton spins in a polycrystalline sample of calcium formate under static and MAS conditions
laboratory-frame polarization decay~open circles! was measured using the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1~a! with t150, tc53 ms,ts50.5 ms,td560ms, and
v1/2p5100 kHz.t2 was incremented from zero to 1200ms withDt2525ms. Initially the signal amplitude increases and leads to a polarization echo att2'35
ms. The refocusing is caused by the short cross-polarization timetd . Three different normalized polarization-echo experiments are superimposed
time-scaled as indicated in the figure.~i! Laboratory-frame polarization echo~filled circles! obtained with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1~a! with tc53 ms,ts50.5
ms, td560ms, t15300ms, andv1/2p5100 kHz.~ii ! Rotating-frame polarization echo~crosses! obtained with the reverse arrangement of the defocusing
refocusing periods of Fig. 1~a! ~tc53 ms,ts50.5 ms,td560ms, t15150ms, andv1/2p5124 kHz!. ~iii ! MAS polarization echo atvr /2p516 kHz ~asterisks!
obtained with the same experimental parameters as described in the caption of Fig. 4.
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The different widths of the polarization echoes for sta
and rotating samples can be understood by the different
gular factors z jk(q jk)5

1
2~3 cos

2 qjk21! of Eq. ~4! and
z jk(u jk ,w jk) of Eq. ~8!. For a powder sample, the angul
factors are inhomogeneously distributed and lead to an in
mogeneous echo peak shape. However, the insensitivit
the peak shape on the detailed dipolar coupling network
tifies the computation of average angular factors. Beca
the contributions of the different interactions to the seco
moment are additive, we average the squares ofzjk and ob-
tain

zstatic
2 5

1

4p E
0

pE
0

2pF12 ~3 cos2 q21!G2 sin qdqdw

5
1

5
, ~10!

zmas
2 5

1

4p E
0

pE
0

2pF 3

2p&
sin 2u sin wG 2 sin ududw

5
3

10p2 . ~11!

For the ratio of the echo peakwidths, one finds
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
n-

o-
of
s-
se
d

Dt
mas

Dt
static5~zstatic

2 /zmas
2 !1/252.56. ~12!

An experimental verification of this scaling factor
given in Fig. 6. It shows the polarization decay~open circles!
as well as a series of superimposed polarization echoes
static and MAS conditions. The polarization decay was m
sured in the laboratory frame with the sequence~a! of Fig. 1
with t150 and t2 incremented from zero to 1200ms with
Dt2525 ms. Due to the preceding cross-polarization timetd
the signal amplitude initially increases leading to an echo
techo'35 ms. The laboratory-frame polarization echo~filled
circles!, recorded with the sequence~a! of Fig. 1 with
t15300ms, is normalized fort2 5 0 with respect to the po-
larization decay at the nominal laboratory-frame defocus
time of t15150ms. Two additional normalized polarizatio
echoes are superimposed and time-scaled; a rotating-fr
polarization echo~crosses! was recorded with the revers
arrangement of the rotating-frame and laboratory-frame
riods of the pulse scheme~a! of Fig. 1, witht15150ms. Here
a time-scaling factor of 1/2 has to be applied because
echo occurs in the presence of a spin-locking rf field. Sim
larly, the MAS polarization echo of Fig. 4~c! is plotted with
a time-scaling factor of 1/2.56~asterisks!. It is evident
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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10678 Tomaselli et al.: Polarization echoes in solids
that within experimental accuracy the build-up and decay
the various polarization echo profiles can be explained by
scaling law of Eq.~12!.

V. CREATION AND DETECTION OF MULTIPLE-SPIN
ORDER IN THE POLARIZATION AND
COHERENCE DECAY

The polarization or coherence decay in an extended
polar coupled spin system is caused by the developmen
multiple-spin modes which are not directly observable. Th
monitoring of the build-up of multiple-spin order is of con
siderable interest, as it might provide insight into the dynam
ics associated with the defocusing and the refocusing of s
order in the context of echo formation. Moreover, the tim
development of multiple-spin modes reflects properties
the dipolar coupling network. The extent of local spin clus
tering in disordered materials, for example, can be studied
this way.9–11

In this context it is necessary to carefully distinguis
between multiple-spin order and multiple-quantum cohe
ence. The degree of multiple-spin order is measured by

FIG. 7. Observed1H multiple-quantum order of static calcium formate as
function of the defocusing timet1 recorded at a proton resonance frequenc
of 220 MHz. The spectra are obtained with the polarization-echo-detec
experiment of Fig. 1~a! with a p-phase inversion att1/2 and tc53 ms,
ts50.5 ms,td560 ms, andv1/2p5100 kHz. For each spectrum, the corre
sponding polarization decay and polarization echo are displayed for re
ence.
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number of spins involved in a product term contained in t
density operator. Terms such asI 1

1I 2
1I 3z and I 1zI 2zI 3z, for

example, represent three-spin order. The degree of multip
spin order is independent of the reference frame and is
duced to a mere counting of individual spins.

The degree of multiple-quantum coherence or multip
quantum order, on the other hand, is related to a selec
quantization axisu, and is characterized by the membersh
to an irreducible representation of the one-dimensional ro
tion group about the selected axis, expressed in terms o
magnetic quantum numberm(u).23 An operator termA rep-
resentsm(u) quantum coherence with respect to the quan
zation axisu whenA shows the transformation behavior

exp~2 ixFu!A exp~ ixFu!5A exp@2 im~u!x#, ~13!

whereFu is the total angular momentum operator compone
along the directionu andx the rotation angle about this axis
Thus with respect toz as quantization axis, the termI 1

1I 2
1I 3z

representsm(z)52 quantum coherence whileI 1zI 2zI 3z repre-
sentsm(z)50 quantum spin order. On the other hand, wi

d

r-

FIG. 8. Observed1H multiple-quantum order spectra of static calcium fo
mate taken at a proton resonance frequency of 220 MHz for a static sam
with different coherence defocusing timest1. The coherence-echo experi
ment of Fig. 1~b! was used for the detection of even-order multiple-quantu
modes. For each spectrum the corresponding coherence echo is disp
for reference. The echo peak shapes have been fitted by a Gaus
$^I 1x~t2!&5exp@20.5M 2,exp~t22techo!

2#, broken lines%. We obtain
M2,exp5~8.460.4!3108 s22. The same experimental conditions as describ
in Fig. 7 were used.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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10679Tomaselli et al.: Polarization echoes in solids
respect to they axis, I 1
1I 2

1I 3z is a linear contribution of
m(y)50,61,62,63 quantum coherence, whileI 1zI 2zI 3z con-
tainsm(y)561 and63 quantum coherence.

In the following, we investigate the extent of multiple
quantum coherence at the end of the defocusing periodt1, at
which point the maximum degree of multiple-quantum c
herence exists, and we select they axis as the relevant quan
tization axis. The different orders can be separated by a
tematic variation of the pulse rotation angle 0<x<2p in Fig.
1 and Fig. 2 in a set of successive experiments and b
Fourier transformation with respect tox for a sufficiently
dense set of sampling points inx space.

The multiple-quantum orders that can be reached in
defocusing periodt1 depend on the initial conditions. Th
defocusing is caused by the truncated dipolar Hamiltonian
Eq. ~7! which can be written in a form adapted to th
y-quantization axis,

H̄1
~0!5(

j,k
z jk@2I jyI ky1

1
2~ I jxI kx1I jzI kz!

1 3
2~ I jxI kx2I jzI kz!#, ~14!

where the three terms are of multiple-quantum ord
m(y)50, 0, and62, respectively. For a polarization ech
experiment, the initial conditions~t150!5I 1x is of order
m(y)561 and can evolve under the dipolar Hamiltonian e
clusively into odd higher orders. On the other hand, fo
coherence echo experiment with the initial conditi
s~t150!5I 1y, which is of orderm(y)50, only even orders
can be created during the defocusing period, when the
lution under the rf field, applied along thex axis, is refocused
by a phase inversion at the timet1/2.

Experimentalm(y) multiple-quantum spectra, obtaine
with the static polarization echo sequence, are shown in
7 for a sample of calcium formate powder. The correspo
ing polarization decays with superimposed polarization e
oes are shown also. The experiments have been perfor
according to the scheme of Fig. 1~a!. The flip anglex was
incremented in steps ofDx 5 p/mmax

(y) from 2p to 1p,
wheremmax

(y) is the maximum order to be observed. The me
sured signals were stored as a two-dimensional data m
and Fourier-transformed with respect tox. The durationt1 of
the defocusing period is indicated on the spectra in Fig
The duration of the laboratory frame refocusing periodt2
was chosen to maximize the echo intensity. The creation
the higher quantum orders with increasing defocusing tim
evident. For short defocusing periods~t15100–160ms!, the
intensity of them(y) 3-quantum order is dominant. For long
t1, higher orders up tom(y)59 are excited.

Related spectra obtained with the coherence-echo de
tion scheme of Fig. 1~b! for a static sample are displayed
Fig. 8. The corresponding spectra for MAS conditio
~vr /2p516 kHz! with the scheme of Fig. 2~b! using the R/L
~L/R! recoupling sequences are displayed in Fig. 9. Again
short defocusing times them(y)52 quantum order is domi
nant which is progressively converted into higher spin ord
with increasingt1. We note that in the MAS experiment
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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the higher quantum modes are emerging more slowly th
for the static measurements.

The build-up of multiple quantum order in dipola
coupled spin systems has created much interest in the p
both on the experimental8–10,23 as well as on the
theoretical11,24,25side. Its comprehension can deliver usef
information on solid-state structures, particularly on clu
tered spin domains, and can critically test model concepts
many-body interactions. The most comprehensive exp
mental material stems from Baum, Pines, and co-workers9,10

and from Levyet al.25 Theoretical models have been deve
oped by Munowitzet al.24 and more recently in the extensiv
and thorough work by Lacelle11 who critically reviews the
various concepts. From this work no generally applicab
universal model resulted. It seems that the resulting distri
tions of multiple quantum coherence and the correspond
build-up rates are influenced by system-specific paramet
and possibly also by the measurement strategies.

Figure 10 presents logarithmic plots of the observedm(y)

multiple quantum intensities measured on calcium forma

FIG. 9. Observed1H multiple-spin order spectra of calcium formate unde
MAS with different coherence defocusing periods taken at a proton re
nance frequency of 300 MHz. The coherence echo experiment of Fig. 2~b!
was used for the detection of even-order multiple-quantum coherence.
each spectrum the corresponding coherence echo is displayed for refer
The MAS frequency was 16 kHz,tc5300 ms, ts52 ms, td590 ms and
v1/2p5125 kHz. Sampling was performed at every full rotor cycle. Th
echo peak shapes have been fitted by a Gaussian~broken lines!. We obtain
for the MAS caseM 2,exp5~1.760.3!3108 s22.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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FIG. 10. Logarithm of the intensity profileI [m(y)] as a function of [m(y)] 2 ~left frames! andm(y) ~right frames!. ~a! Static coherence echo experiments wi
t15500 ms. ~b! Static polarization echo experiments witht15500 ms. In both cases~a! and ~b! the points represent the average over two independ
measurements.~c! MAS coherence echo experiments witht15437.5ms. The straight lines are guides to the eye.
tin
h -

e
ses.
for coherence and polarization echoes in static and rota
samples. The logarithm of the intensity is plotted vs t
quantum numberm(y) and its square [m(y)] 2. For an expo-
nential distribution function,27 a linear plot againstm(y) is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
g
e
expected while for a Gaussian ~statistical!
distribution9,10,24–26of the multiple quantum intensities a lin
ear plot against [m(y)] 2 would result. It is apparent that th
data reflect intermediate situations between these two ca
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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10681Tomaselli et al.: Polarization echoes in solids
It appears to us premature to rationalize these data in te
of a specific model concept. More systematic data wo
have to be collected on different molecular systems to al
for general conclusions on the build-up of multiple spin o
der.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Novel echo experiments under MAS conditions ha
been described. A recoupling technique, based on a R/L
quence, allows one to recover the dipolar interactions that
averaged normally to zero by MAS, and to refocus the
duced evolution by a reversed recoupling sequence wi
L/R sequence that produces a dipolar Hamiltonian of op
site sign. The echo experiments, which have been applie
this paper to strongly coupled proton systems, can also
used for spin systems with weak couplings and large che
cal shifts, such as13C and15N. For the compensation of th
large chemical shifts, it is advisable to use the offs
compensated RIL sequence14 together with the complemen
tary LIR sequence. An alternative approach for the crea
of rotational resonance echoes in13C spin systems has re
cently been presented by Karlssonet al.28

A procedure has been applied that allows the monitor
of the build-up of multiple-quantum order in the course o
polarization- or coherence-decay experiment. It is applied
polarization- and coherence-echo experiments in static
rotating samples of calcium formate.

Dipolar echo experiments, in general, can be used
monitor motional processes in solids. They may lead to
attenuation of the echo amplitude which depends on the
and the kind of process. Echo experiments under ma
angle sample spinning conditions have the additional adv
tage to separate, in a two- or three-dimensional fashion,
various spectral components according to their isotro
chemical shifts. Such experiments have the inherent pote
to be applied also to complex systems with numerous
equivalent sites.
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